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MEMBERS'  QUERIES. 
 
AbA  A0480 Perfin. 
DAVE HILL thinks this is the only 
apparently Cyrillic perfin in the G.B. 
Catalogue. He asks if this really is on  
a G.B. stamp? If anyone has a copy, can  
you send details of the value. Dave also  
asks if it is known to any of our Eastern 
European members on their stamps and if  
it is identified? The 'b' certainly  
looks more 'eastern'  than  'western'. 
 

------------------------------------- 
 

Continuing his enquiries into identifying full names (See Bulletin  
246 Pg 11) DAVE asks if anyone has any covers or stamps to help  
identify J.H/FULLER (J3635.01). From the Guildhall Library, the  
London P.O. Directories for the late 1800's note 3 possibilities in  
London E.C. 1) A commission agent of that name which became Fuller  
& Co. 2) Fullers Earth Union Ltd. 3) Fullers Confectioners who  
never had initials. 
 

--------------------------------- 
 
A third query from DAVE concerns perfin C7770 CT/StR . This is a  
new die in Edwards - not found in Tilles. He has a number of  
these on pieces of envelope. Dated 1887 from Glasgow on ½d  
Jubilee stamp the largest piece has CHARLES T.... on the reverse  
and addressed on the front to bANK OIL Co, MIDCALDER.  The  
latter is OAKBANK OIL Co. but who was CHARLES T.... of Glasgow and 
does StR stand for 'Stationers' or a Postal District? 
 

--------------------------------- 
 

NEW ITALIAN PERFIN,  by Douglas Cutler - US Perfins Club Cat. Ed. 
 
Here is a cover, illustrated, postmarked 18 Dec.1923, submitted by  
Helen Ratzer of an unlisted pattern in the Catalogue, I "PERFIN"  
D'ITALIA by Giorgio Cerruto. It is listed as pattern B44 in our  
(Perfins Club)  club's  Worksheets for Italy, but no ID is given.
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B.A./I. is the pattern  that Cerruto identifies in his Italian  
Catalogue as belonging.to the Banco D'America E D’Italia.   
Earliest  known  date of use is 4 FEB 1927, according to Cerruto, 
for pattern B.A./I 
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I confess that I cannot read Italian, so I am not aware if there  
are any clues contained on  the card pertaining to the B.I./M.  
pattern.  Can anyone venture some ideas as to what the B.I./M.  
pattern stands for? 
 
I (M.R.S.) will pass on any information forthcoming. 
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